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Editor’s Notes:

CAVE AND KARST
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

National Cave Rescue Commission
National NCRC Weeklong Seminar
11 - 18 May 2019
Camp Riverdale/ Mitchell, Indiana
New this year - you will be certified!
——————————————————
National Speleological Society Convention
17 - 21 June 2019

I am pleased to present our 21st issue of Beneath the
Forest, the Forest Service cave and karst newsletter,
published twice a year in the spring and in the fall.
This is our tenth full year! Special thanks go to
Phoebe Ferguson, our GeoCorps Participant in the
MGM WO, for the celebratory artwork on the logo of
this issue.
Articles for the Spring 2019 issue are due on April 1
2019 in order for the issue to be out in May. We
welcome contributions from stakeholders and
volunteers as well as forest employees. Please
encourage resource managers, cavers, karst scientists,
and other speleological enthusiasts who do work on
your forest to submit articles for the next exciting
issue!

Cookeville, Tennessee
——————————————————
WKU Karst Field Studies Program
June and July 2019
Hamilton Valley Field Station/ Cave City, Kentucky

Cover art: Jewel Cave reaches 200 miles!
Cavers L– R: Dan Austin, Adam Weaver,
Rene Ohms, Chris Pelczarski, Garrett
Jorgenson, Stan Allison
Image: Dan Austin

Courses available on a wide range of cave and karstrelated topics.
——————————————————Geological Society of America Conference

Contributors and Entities represented in
this issue:
Jim Baichtal
Tongass National Forest

22 - 25 September 2019
Phoenix, Arizona
Sessions, Expo Booths, and Special Events related to

Dennis Benson
Deschutes National Forest
Eddy Cartaya
Oregon High Desert Grotto

Caves and Karst
—————————————————National Cave and Karst Management Symposium
7 - 11 October 2019

Joel Despain
Pacific Southwest Region
Heidi Schewel
Coronado National Forest

Bristol Virginia
Scholarships Available for Federal Attendees!

Deanna Stever
Salmon-Challis National Forests
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Newsletter Modernization
As we continue to grow and serve our readers, Beneath
the Forest is changing in the new year. The format for
the newsletter will be modernized to work better with
mobile phones and tablets, and we will be getting a
new logo designed by one of our readers. Now is the
time for you to dust off those creative talents!

M. Futrell

Editor’s Notes:
Continuing the
Celebration: Ten Years of
Beneath the Forest!

Beneath the Forest Logo Contest


All drawings for the logo must be submitted by
March 15 2019 to jkovarik@fs.fed.us



Drawings must be submitted in a digital format,
Adobe Illustrator preferred.



Drawings submitted must be your own work and
not include any copyrighted material.



The logo must include the title, “Beneath the
Forest” and the title MUST be legible.



Finalists will be selected by the Forest
Service Geologic Resources, Hazards, and Service
Staff



The winning design will be selected from the
finalists by YOU, the readers, through crowdsourced voting.



Entries are welcome from all.

Johanna Kovarik

Minerals and Geology Management

Welcome to the 21st issue of Beneath the Forest!
We are continuing the party from our 20th issue to
celebrate ten full years of the newsletter. The
newsletter goes beyond simply sharing projects and
science, it also serves as an archive of the program
through reporting amazing work done out on National
Forest System (NFS) lands over the years. Extra
excitement joins this issue with our cover photo - Jewel
Cave exceeded 200 miles of survey with a team
contributing 3300 feet during the most recent camp
trip. Congrats to the team and all those who have
worked in Jewel Cave! A full article is coming in the
Spring of 2019 to the newsletter about this momentous
occasion.
In this issue, there is a continuation of the article
contributed by Jim Nieland in the Spring 2018 issue.
Jim Baichtal on the Tongass National Forest bridges
the gap between the days of the establishment of the
Federal Cave Resource Protection Act and today by
outlining an implementation case study on the Tongass
originating in the 1990s.

The winning logo designer will receive the honor and
glory of having their logo used for the newsletter as
well as some cave and karst program swag. For
questions related to the logo contest, please email
jkovarik@fs.fed.us. Have fun and good luck!
Finally, one last huge thanks to all the Forest Service
personnel, partners, and volunteers who have submitted
articles, media, and helped support the newsletter these
past ten years.▪
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GeoCorps America participant (and now National Park Service cave manager) Erin Lynch documents a cave entrance on the
Tongass National Forest in southeast Alaska in 2011. Image: J. Kovarik

U.S. Forest Service Cave
Management Case Study:
Evolution of Cave and
Karst Management on the
Tongass National Forest
Jim Baichtal

Tongass National Forest

The Tongass National Forest is the largest forest in
the National Forest System in the United States,
encompassing some 16.7 million acres (68,000 km²)

covering much of the islands of the Alexander
Archipelago and the narrow band of mainland from
Dixon Entrance to Yakutat Bay. Approximately
593,402 acres (2,400 km²) of carbonate underlie
Southeast Alaska, approximately 431,000 acres (1,744
km²) on the Tongass. The carbonate rocks range in age
from marble as old as Neoproterozoic in the Wales
Group on southern Prince of Wales Island to Late
Triassic limestone of the Hyd Group that is exposed
intermittently throughout the archipelago. Given our
climate and precipitation, karst drainage systems have
developed into most of these carbonates. The most
extensive karst systems have developed in the Late
Silurian Heceta Limestone on Prince of Wales Island
and Kuiu Islands and the related Late Silurian to Early
Devonian Kennel Creek limestone on Chichagof
Island.
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(Tongass continued on page 5)

(Tongass continued from page 4)

On July 27, 1990, I stepped off the ferry in Ketchikan
Alaska to begin my new job as a geologist on the
Tongass. I had been hired to be the Forest liaison to
U.S. Borax and Chemical Corporation’s Quartz Hill
proposed molybdenum mine in the Misty Fjords
National Monument. In September of 1990, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in
concurrence with the State of Alaska issued a final
decision to deny the submarine discharge of mine
tailings into Wilson Arm. As a result, U.S. Borax
suspended further permitting efforts on the Quartz Hill
project. The reason I had moved to Alaska was
suddenly gone!
Rumors circulated that there were some caves on
northern Prince of Wales Island. I found notes on the
caves my predecessor had left. He had helped members
of the Glacier Grotto mapping caves on northern Prince
of Wales Island in 1988 and 1989. As I familiarized
myself with the geology of the place, the relationship
between past and planned timber harvest and the
occurrence of limestone and marble became apparent.
What I knew about karst and solution cave
development came from one lecture in grad school and
minimal experiences, mainly in show caves. I had
additionally explored and helped with research in many
lava tube caves in the Pacific Northwest.
In the fall of 1990 the Forest was gearing up for layout
of the Ketchikan Pulp Company’s 1989-1994
Long-Term Timber Sale Offering units. Many of these
harvest units were on what I now knew was underlain
by limestone. In order to better understand the geology
and the potential for caves I grabbed several pairs of air
photographs on what we presently refer to as “karst
central”. These areas are near what would one day
become the Beaver Falls Karst and Cave Interpretive
Area and a Geologic Special Area. When I put the
photos under the stereoscope it was my first look at the
extensive karst landscape.

A map shows southeast Alaska and known karst areas. Image:
J. Baichtal

I spent a couple of days scouring over geologic maps
and air photographs. The Forest landscape architect
presented me with a binder from the 1989 National
Cave Management Symposium held in New Braunfels,
Texas. We discussed his experience and he told me that
there had been an Act passed protecting caves on
Federal lands. I researched what the Federal Cave
Resources Protection Act of 1988 required. I knew that
the Ketchikan Pulp Company Long-term Timber Sale
Contract,1989-94 Operating Period, Ketchikan
Administrative Area: Environmental Impact Statement
had not considered protection of cave resources. The
contract for these units had already been released, and I
had no idea how to protect the caves as required by the
Act. I brought my observation and concerns to the
attention of Forest management. They asked what cave
management would require and what kind of mitigation
might be necessary. I had no answers; my literature
searches had turned up nothing. I had until spring to
figure out what mitigation might resemble and how to
implement these changes within already approved and
released harvest units..
(Tongass continued on page 6)
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(Tongass continued from page 5)

My presentation was a passionate plea for ideas for
protecting the forested cave resources of the Tongass.
Tom and Cathy Aley of the Ozark Underground
Laboratory stepped forward to help. They were working on a strategy of “hazard area mapping” or "risk
assessment" of areas contributing to caves, what we
would eventually refer to as vulnerability mapping. We
discussed these strategies and the potential application
on the Tongass. I returned home hopeful and on a
mission to better understand the karst resources of the
Tongass.

I also sought the help and counseling of Jim Nieland,
U.S. Forest Service National Cave Lead. With Aley
Glacier Grotto members hike through alpine karst on the
Tongass National Forest in southeast Alaska. Image: USFS
and Nieland’s help as well as our partnerships with the
Glacier Grotto and the NSS, a cave management
On November 29, 1990 the Tongass Timber Reform
strategy began to develop between the fall of 1991 and
Act (TTRA) was signed into law. Of the many
the spring of 1993. The strategy was based on the
provision of this law, two were possibly applicable to
concept that karst features and losing streams are an
cave management: the identification of lands unsuitable expression of surface and subsurface drainages and
for timber production and protecting riparian
warranted similar protections as the riparian
ecosystems by creating a minimum 100-foot buffer on
ecosystems’ minimum 100-foot buffers required by
the banks of anadromous stream systems and
TTRA. It rapidly became apparent that to effectively
tributaries. I scrambled during the winter and early
protect the caves we had to manage the whole karst
spring of 1990 and 1991 to find some guidance for cave landscape.
management related to timber harvest activities. I met
with Kevin Allred and Jay Rockwell of the Glacier
In February of 1993, the Tongass National Forest held
Grotto of the National Speleological Society (NSS) to
a karst management symposium. The intent was to
gain a better understanding of the vastness of the
emphasize management of the karst system, not just
resource. In the spring of 1991 I got my first look at
caves and other karst features. From this came the idea
karst features in the proposed harvest units. Many of
to put together a panel of experts to assess the karst
these were deep, glacial till-lined features with caves or
resources on the Forest and review current management
vertical pits. To ensure that the unstable slopes of the
strategies and recommend changes and research goals.
features were not disturbed I prescribed a no harvest/no
Working with the American Cave Conservation
disturbance buffer and began inventorying and flagging
Association and the Ozark Underground Laboratory, a
features removing them from the released harvest units.
karst panel spent much of July and the first part of
That was a start. I inventoried and surveyed throughout
August 1993 exploring the karst on many islands.
the spring and summer. I worked with the Glacier
Additionally they collected samples, and assessed the
Grotto and secured images from within the caves
present management. Their report suggested a karst
combining them with my images. I put together a slide
management strategy based on karst system
presentation characterizing what was known about the
vulnerability (Aley et al. 1993).
karst and caves and headed to the National Cave
Management Symposium in Bowling Green, Kentucky
(Tongass continued on page 7)
in October 1991 looking for help.
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(Tongass continued from page 6)

From 1993 to 1997, the Forest worked on revising the
Tongass Land Management Plan (TLMP). One of the
five emphasis areas identified in the TLMP revision
was a karst and cave resource management.
Responding to the need for a management strategy,
standards and guidelines were developed which
provided for other land uses while considering the
function and biological significance of the karst and
cave resources within the landscape. A karst
vulnerability assessment process developed based on
the recommendations of the 1993 karst panel’s report.
The key factor in a karst system’s vulnerability is that
system’s openness. The degree to which the surface is
connected to the karst system conduits at depth relates
directly to the effect of any planned land use. How
open the system is gives insight to how quickly
changes in hydrology, sediment and debris transport,
and pollutants can affect the karst systems, the cave
environments, and the surface resources connected.
At this time, I became aware of a similar karst
management strategy being implemented in Tasmania.
In Tasmania, a Karst Sensitivity Zoning Scheme for
karst environments was developed on the basis of their
sensitivity to land-use impacts incredibly similar to our
vulnerability classifications. The effectiveness and
appropriateness of these standards have been praised,
discussed, and debated internally and externally, both
nationally and internationally.
In 2002, the Forest again assembled a karst panel to
characterize southeast Alaska's karst development and
processes as per the Panel members' experience,
summarize the effectiveness of the implementation of
the current Tongass Land Management Plan (TLMP)
Karst Standards and Guidelines, and analyze proposed
changes to the TLMP Karst Standards and Guidelines.
A report was the result, titled the, Karst Management
Standards and Implementation Review: Final Report of
the Karst Review Panel. The final report from the Karst
Panel in 2002 noted that “implementation of the 1997
TLMP Karst Standards and Guidelines ha[d] ensured a

A GeoCorps America Participant reviews a karst feature on
the Tongass National Forest, Alaska. Image: USFS

high level of protection for karst resources overall. The
Panel noted high standards in both the philosophy of
management, and the way that specific management
practices were formulated and applied. Implementation
of specific policies and procedures was found to be
very good and in general compliance with the stated
goals and objectives of the karst program.”
From 1993 to 2008 I implemented the standards and
guidelines for karst and cave management that I had
written and gotten into the TLMP. This was humbling,
educational, and frustrating. With the 2008 Tongass
Land Management Forest Plan Amendment I had an
opportunity to fine tune our karst management
standards and propose more Geologic Special Areas for
their karst development values. When the concept of
karst vulnerability mapping was first proposed there
were few examples of such assessments on karst. The
major focus and intent of the Tongass National Forest
karst management strategy is to identify and protect
karst systems and the caves and associated resources
contained within, as per the requirements of the Federal
Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 (FCRPA).
The FCRPA requires protection of significant caves on
Federal lands.
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(Tongass continued on page 8)

Cavers pause outside the entrance of El Capitan Cave, Tongass National Forest, Southeast Alaska.
Image: Dave Bunnell/ Under Earth Images

Guidelines allow karst managers to exercise their
professional judgment in developing karst management
A cave must possess one or more of the criteria outstrategies and prescriptions. As we have gained
lined in 36 CFR Part 290.3 to be determined
knowledge from implementation, monitoring, research,
"significant". Though "non-significant" caves may exist and studies, recommended practices have been
on the Forest, most meet the criteria for "significant".
modified and provided equal or better results for karst
The intent of this act is to protect cave resources not
resource protection.▪
karst resources. However, it is important to recognize
that caves and associated features and resources are an
Check Out Other Minerals and Geology
integral part of the karst landscape. Karst must be
Management Newsletters!
managed as an ecological unit to ensure protection of
(Only accessible to Forest Service Employees)
the associated cave resources. In practice, the Forest
gives equal protection to important karst features,
National Groundwater Program Newsletter:
sinking or losing streams, springs, and caves. This
Baseflows
philosophy is the foundation of our management
National Minerals and Geology Program
strategy.
Newsletter: Diggin’ Deep
(Tongass continued from page 7)

We are now 28 years into the development of our karst
management strategy. The TLMP Karst Standards and
Beneath the Forest 8

Paleontological Resources Report

Top: Group photo of the cavers who volunteered to clean up Peppersauce Cave on the Coronado National Forest. Image: Jeff
Watkins Middle, right: Graffiti in Peppersauce. Bottom, right: Ray Keeler goes over plans for graffiti removal in
Peppersauce Cave. Images: Brad Lusk

Peppersauce Cave
Graffiti Removal Project
Heidi Schewel

Coronado National Forest

Central Arizona Grotto has just completed a
year-long effort to remove graffiti from Peppersauce
Cave, situated on the northeastern end of the Santa
Catalina Mountains near Tucson, Arizona. Located on
the Santa Catalina Ranger District, Coronado National
Forest, Peppersauce is the most highly visited wild
cave in Arizona. Approximately 7,300 feet of passage
run through the cave, drawing an estimated 15,000
visitors per year.
The cave is managed as a “dispersed” recreation site,
meaning no onsite facilities or hosts are present.
(Peppersauce continued on page 10)
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Devra Heyer wire brushing graffiti with a safety spot holding the ladder. Image: Mike Christy
(Peppersauce continued from page 9)

Extensive vandalism has occurred in the form of
graffiti. Until recently, two significant graffiti-removal
projects have been completed. Eight work sessions
between 2001 and 2003 and three sessions in 2010
were coordinated by the Central Arizona Grotto (CAG)
of the National Speleological Society (NSS) and the
Peppersauce Cave Conservation Project (PCCP). Since
that time, more unsightly graffiti has covered the walls
of the otherwise beautiful cave, much of it in high and
hard-to-reach locations.
Working with other NSS grottoes and PCCP, CAG
removed all of the graffiti from the cave during seven
work sessions over the last year. They also placed
reflective signs with arrows and the words “IN” and
“OUT” to guide cavers. All with high hopes that

additional graffiti will not appear. Staffed with
qualified volunteers, the work sessions were conducted
on weekends and involved extensive planning and
logistical work. Nearby Peppersauce Campground
provided a base camp for participants and equipment.
Project objectives were to clean/remove all graffiti in
the cave, continue monitoring for new graffiti, restore/
replace signage on the trail leading to the cave, and
replace reflective IN/OUT arrows in the ceiling to
reduce graffiti arrow tags.
All personnel donned personal protective equipment.
Volunteers removed what they could with wire brushes
and a biodegradable solvent. A 475-pound compressor
and high-pressure hoses were engaged to blast graffiti
from cave walls with small glass beads, which were
collected on tarps and removed after the blasting.
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(Peppersauce continued on page 11)

Pass Creek Karst
Inventory October 2018
Deanna Stever

Salmon-Challis National Forests

Geology and Mission
The Salmon-Challis National Forests Cave and Karst
team set out on a mission to relocate one of our
Significant caves. This trips marks the beginning of the
“Pass Creek Karst inventory.” Pass Creek is located on
the Lost River Ranger District just south and east of
Mackey, ID. This stream dissects a north-plunging
anticline (rainbow-shaped fold) in MississippiDevonian (320-420 million years old) carbonate rocks
(limestone/dolostone). The east limb of the anti-cline is
terminated at a detachment fault (low-angle normal
fault). These deformed carbonate rocks have dissolved
along weak points such as faults and fractures and have
created caves and karst features.
Bickerson’s Cave
Bickerson’s cave is on the Significant cave list for the
Salmon-Challis National Forest. This means that it and
its location information are protected by the Federal
Cave Resource Protec-tion Act of 1988. This cave was
formed by dissolution of rock along a fault. This likely
happened when the rock was part of the groundwater
system.
The cave contains a variety of cave formations
(speleothems) deposited at different stages of cave
development (speleogeneis). These include, soda
straws, popcorn, ribbons, mud cups, flowstone, and
moonmilk. The cave shows evidence of bat and packrat
use along with a variety of invertebrates, including
cave crickets.
(Pass Creek continued on page 12)

Deanna Stever learning to sketch in a cave on the SalmonChallis National Forests. Image: Jeremy Back
(Peppersauce continued from page 10)

A gas-powered generator provided power for lighting
the cave’s pitch-black interior. Military field telephones
and cables enabled communication with the outside
world.
During the project, a total of 160 participants worked
2,814 hours which, added to mileage, supplies and
equipment expenses yielded a value to the Coronado
National Forest of approximately $116,126.00. Over
1500 graffiti tags were removed, and 58 reflective
arrows directing cavers in or out were installed.
Funding was obtained by CAG through private and
group funding sources, including small grants. Another
success is that after a brief vandalism relapse last
August, no new graffiti has been added. CAG will now
go into a maintenance mode, with cavers monitoring
for new graffiti and removing it as needed.▪
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Dave Deschaine climbing in a cupola with exposed horn coral fossils on the Salmon-Challis National Forests.
Image: Deanna Stever
(Pass Creek continued from page 11)

Hidden Mouth Cave
Hidden Mouth cave is also on the SCNF
Significan cave list. This cave has a large, gaping
entrance along the strike of the detachment fault. This
entrance size and shape continues as the main passage
into the cave. The floor is littered with break-down
boulders and fine sediment. The main passage
terminates and reveals an upper, second opening to the
cave. Hidden Mouth has two other passages the take
off to either side and are somewhat perpendicular to the
main passage.
This cave, like Bickerson’s, likely formed when it was
connected to the groundwater system. Cave formations
include, sub-aqueous calcite spar or cave clouds,

popcorn, coralloids, soda straws, flowstone, epsomite
or mirabilite , fault breccia, curtains, and cupolas or
bell holes. There were 2 bats present in the cave and
evidence of use by packrats among other invertebrates.
This cave has seen some abuse by those exploring it.
New Caves
During our inventory trip we discovered two new
caves. We documented their locations and will later
evaluate them prior to adding them to the Significant
cave list. The first cave contains a short tube passage
and a longer tube passage terminating in a tiny
skylight. The second cave is entered through a small
tube which opens up into a short chimney filled with
sediment. Another tube continues up and ends in a too
tight passage.▪
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Avalanche Cave and
Karst Field Visit
Joel Despain

Pacific Southwest Region

Our visit this field season to Avalanche Cave
included seven cavers from the Mother Lode Grotto
(based in Sacramento) and three Forest Service staff:
Lauren Hoyle, District Biologist; Anna Chinchilli,
Pacific Southwest Region (R5) Cave Program Intern,
and Joel Despain, Coordinator for R5 cave and karst
projects. The trip was organized by Marianne Russo
(thank you very much Marianne!) and the map of the
cave was prepared by Paul Greaves. Objectives for the
trip were to consider management options for the cave
and karst area now that the Forest Service owns this
land. Avalanche Cave has a long and complex history
that will not be described in this article, but that is
certainly of interest and importance. Other documents
record this information. About 2000 feet of cave
passages have been mapped in the cave to date by Paul
and other local cavers.
Avalanche Cave lies in a small area of karst formed in
soluble bedrock with sinkholes, sinking streams,
springs and at least three caves. The area outside the
cave is scenic with big views, rugged forested ridges
and classic Sierran landscapes. Avalanche is fluvial in
character and origin – it has likely formed due to the
piracy of a nearby surface stream through a limestone
or marble ridge to two springs that lie at the bottom of
the karst. While a flowing stream formed the cave,
most of the cave passages are currently hydrologically
abandoned upper levels that generally lack flowing water. Some passages are clearly oriented along vertical
beds or joints within the bedrock.
The bedrock itself is frequently brecciated with large
dark clasts in a pale calcite matrix and the cave has
beautiful examples of this breccia. The bedrocks is also

Avalanche Cave main entrance passage. The caver is looking
at a large sediment bank that may denote a long history of
sediment deposits by water inside the cave.
Image: Dave Bunnell/ Under Earth Images

very finely and heavily fractured in several locations
including the upstream terminus of the cave passages.
Both of these features may indicate former active
faulting that affected the bedrock potentially creating
weaknesses in the stone that allowed water to penetrate
from the stream canyon above. The cave has multiple
levels and entrances denoting changes to the cave’s
hydrology and the location of the channel of the cave
stream over time.
The cave has few speleothems, but the small ones it
does contain are quite scenic and delicate including
soda straw stalactites, vermiform and beaded helictites,
aragonite and spathites.
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(Avalanche continued on page 14)

Cave Boxwork in Avalanche Cave. Image: Dave Bunnell/ Under Earth Images
(Avalanche continued from page 13)

Also present is boxwork that appears to be siliceous
intrusions along fine cracks in the host bedrock. These
have now been exposed by the erosion of the limestone
and are often coated with cave mud and sediments.
Bedrock walls and floors are often obscured by copious
fluvial sediments ranging from gravels to fine clays.
Unlike many Sierran fluvial caves large cobbles do not
appear to be present in Avalanche. These bigger rocks
are often brought in by floods and/or very large
spring-time stream flows. This may indicate that the
insurgence to the cave has often been clogged or
chocked with rock, sediment and debris that limits the
input of larger material by the sinking stream.

Overall the cave is robust and not likely to be damaged
by small-scale visitation by cavers in small groups.
Passages are not complex making traversing the cave
easier and straight-forward. The cave does not contain
obstacles that could generate injuries or problems such
as vertical pits, multiple tight squeezes, loose rock,
flooding risk or bad air (high CO2).
The sediments in the cave may be of great scientific
importance. In many locations sediment banks are
more than five feet thick and in at least one location
might be 20 feet thick. These are finally banded,
largely find-grained sediments laid down successively
over time in ponded or pooled water. The deposits’
depth could indicate thousands of years of preserved
sediments inside the cave.
(Avalanche continued on page 15)
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(Avalanche continued from page 14)

The sediments are important for multiple reasons.
1) Often such sediments can be dated using paleomagnetic dating techniques. This could determine
the age of the cave passage and in turn provide important information about the geomorphic history
of the Yuba River Basin and northern Sierran uplift
and erosion.
2) 2) Such deposits very often contain important plant
and animal paleontological material. This can
include pollen, plant parts and animal remains.
Another important resource inside the cave is its
biology. While not studied, it might be rich. The cave
has large amounts of organic matter and clear
indications of invertebrates including flies and spiders.
The remote location of the cave and karst area could
mean that there is the potential for endemic invertebrate
species. The lower entrance area contains the very
unusual and potentially unique “mosquito graveyard,”
for lack of a better moniker. Here large numbers of
mosquitos have died clinging to the walls are now
covered in apparent fungus. Cavers report that the
mosquitos have been present for decades.
The cave’s historic signatures are another wonderful
aspect of Avalanche Cave. If I understand correctly,
they have been well documented. A complete study
would be worthwhile, in particular since our modern
cavers noticed that the dates on the cave walls imply a
party spent on the night in the cave on 12-31-1899.
Avalanche Cave is really one part of a small karst area
where water drains underground making cave passages
to return to the surface later at springs. There are at
least three other known caves in the area, although one
has collapsed. Also present are sinkholes and the two
springs at the bottom of the karst. To protect and
properly manage the cave it is important to consider the
entire karst area as they are all interconnected
underground.

Small helictites on the ceiling of Avalanche Cave.
Image: Dave Bunnell/ Under Earth Images

Researching these aspects of the cave are long-term
endeavors that would need to be undertaken by
universities and possibly graduate students.
Recommendations
The District has proposed that the cave be open to
occasional visits by cavers with no further restrictions.
This seems very reasonable for a remote, robust cave
that sees low visitation.
Cavers have known about the cave for decades and
have worked to understand it by mapping it (a time
consuming and laborious process) and through the
maintenance and upkeep of cave registers. They have
shared information about the cave judiciously and
carefully ensuring that the cave was not vandalized or
damaged through inappropriate use. The cavers have
shared all information that they have on the cave with
Forest Service and Yuba River Ranger District on
multiple occasions. In light of all of this and the future
use of the cave for recreation and with the continued
use of cave registers an MOU or other appropriate
agreement with the cavers is recommended. The cavers
have shown themselves to be thoughtful and
conscientious stewards of the cave and karst resources.
(Avalanche continued on page 17)
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The 2018 Glacier Cave Explorers team at Camp Rembrandt in the crater of Mt. St. Helens. Image: Eric Guth

in hand to inventory, monitor, preserve, and protect the
cave resources in the USFS per mandates of the Federal
Cave Resource Protection Act of 1988 (FCRPA).

Mount Saint Helens
Glacier Cave Project
Eddie Cartaya

Oregon High Desert Grotto

In 2014, an interdisciplinary study was started to
inventory, survey, monitor, and classify the large
fumarole glacier caves that have formed in the Crater
Glacier of Mt St Helens. Although the research team
consists of personnel from many agencies, countries,
and volunteer organizations, the lead entity for the
study is the National Speleological Society (NSS). The
NSS is an official partner of the U.S. Forest Service
with its own Memorandum of Understanding. Part of
this agreement is for the USFS and NSS to work hand

Members of the NSS and the Oregon High Desert
Grotto worked closely with USFS and U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) personnel to facilitate this important
work, which we hope will become a significant part of
the Mt St Helens National Monument interpretive and
management plans. The work is ongoing, and will
require several years of observation and follow up to
document trends, and record the reactivity of the
glacier caves to the mountain’s geothermal activity. A
large baseline study was completed in May 2017, with
several caves partially surveyed, and data loggers
placed to record temperature, humidity, and some
geochemistry properties in the soil.
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An unusually high snow year made work very slow and
challenging, thus a follow up baseline study is planned
for June 2018.
What are the caves, and how did they form?
When Mt St Helens erupted in 1980, it left a two mile
diameter crater with a lava dome in the middle. Within
a few years, the fastest growing glacier in the lower 48
states began to form, named the Crater Glacier. This
essentially formed a glacier factory, creating a fast
growing glacier, which is rare given the trend of
massive glacier recession in the US. The altitude of the
crater, the high crater walls shading the crater floor, the
north facing breach, the latitude, the high snow climate
of the mountain, and the fact that the crater acts as a
major snow catchment with ample displaced
accumulation (rocks, snow and debris sliding off the
crater walls adding mass to the glacier) all contribute to
this fast growing, jack rabbit of a glacier.
Of course the volcano is still active, with hundreds of
steam vents along the crater floor, many of these now
submerged by the ice mass of the glacier. Whereas on
glaciers on Mt Hood, caves are formed by surface
glacier waters melting their way down through fissures
in the ice, fumarole glacier caves are formed by rising
steam melting its way UP, often forming huge pit
entrances and large upward trending passages. This
makes for both a spectacularly beautiful, and
technically challenging work site, often requiring the
use of ropes, snow and ice anchors, and haul systems.
Due to this remote and expert environment, research
teams for this work are selected critically, requiring
skill sets that help ensure the work gets done safely.
Extensive safety plans are reviewed by the monument
prior to study approval. The team must carry its own
doctor, rescue team, HAZMAT personnel, avalanche
specialists, science staff trained in working in this
environment, and extensive logistics taking over a year
to plan.
(Mt. St. Helens continued on page 18)

One of the larger helictites in the cave.
Image: Dave Bunnell/ Under Earth Images

I would suggest that cavers be mindful and careful with
a few key resources in the cave to insure their
long-term protection. These things are:
The larger sediment banks. Small areas of sediment
or travel routes that cross areas of sediment are not
a concern. But cavers should avoid digging-in and
disturbing the larger, layered sediment banks found
throughout the cave.
 The historic signatures. Cavers should never touch
these or disturb them in any way and should be
very careful while looking at them.
 The cave’s biology. Cavers should not disturb organic rich areas or organic material that may have
been washed into the cave. Travel in the lower entrance area should be limited to a narrow route to
avoid disturbing the rich organic matter there.


The cave has great potential for scientific research. The
sediment banks and biology alone may be very
important. I would recommend that qualified
researchers to look at the cave. ▪
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Surveyors Christian Stenner (right) and Katie Graham work in the lower reaches of Mothera glacier cave in the crater of
Mount St. Helens in June of 2018. Christian deploys a DISTO (distance laser pointer) and Katie records the points as they create
detailed height, width, angle and compass measurements through the caves length. This year they completed the full survey of
Mothera cave after beginning in June of 2017. Image: Eric Guth

A fair question. Here are five reasons:
It’s our job. The FCRPA does not distinguish between
the type of medium a cave forms in for it to be a cave,
Study equipment is flown to the basecamp via
helicopter sling load, as are a few personnel not capable or to gauge its protection / study worthiness. Glacier
caves are a unique type of cave resource, especially
of making the arduous technical climb into the crater.
those formed by volcanic fumaroles, and are equally
The weather in the crater is extremely unpredictable
covered by FCRPA as limestone or lava caves are.
and powerful, making access impossible for many
Quality management of cave resources on NFS lands is
days. The team must thus be independent of
consistent with the agency mission and its
expectations for outside help and have the gear, skills,
responsibilities under FCRPA, which directs USFS
and personnel to solve its own problems. Small party
assisted rescue (SPAR) is the general response plan for employees to foster increased cooperation and the
exchange of information among those who use caves
any in-cave incident or injury, and for this reason,
for scientific, educational, and recreational purposes.
many National Cave Rescue Commission trained
The cave resources of the Crater Glacier are a rare and
personnel serve on the team.
important feature of the volcano and the National
Monument.
Why the study?
(Mt. St. Helens continued from page 17)

(Mt. St. Helens continued on page 19)
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Very few examples of fumarole cave exist in the world,
the benefits of studying and protecting them are many.
The caves here deserve to be classified as other caves
are, have their life protected, and their significance to
volcano monitoring documented.
Search and Rescue: Although the crater and caves are
closed to the public, people do go in there, and visitors
to the crater rim could fall into the crater and into the
caves, most of which have large funnel shaped
entrances. It is critical that rescue responders know the
layout of the caves, and the hazards associated with
them, as many are not visible or apparent, such bad air,
rocks launched from holes in the walls, serac falls,
subterranean avalanches, etc. The study will result in a
rescue pre-plan for the caves, including required
equipment, landing zones for helicopters, and surface
rescue considerations.
Volcano Hazard Management: The Mt. St. Helens
glacier caves react to geothermal output of the
mountain and can be used to monitor some subtle kinds
of volcanic activity not detectable from the surface or
from seismic instruments. Mt. St. Helens is heavily
monitored for seismic and deformation activity by the
USGS. But more subtle changes, such as volume,
temperature, and chemical consistency of exhaled gases
by subglacial fumaroles must be directly measured.
These aspects are contained inside all of the caves, and
being made of ice, will react accordingly. It is hoped
that we can establish a relationship between fumarole
output and the volume of the cave passages, in order to
have a sub-glacial monitoring system of sorts. The cave
morphology would act as potential early warning
indicator for slowly increasing hydrothermal activity,
which may have little to no seismic signature
associated with it. Air flow studies and thermal
surveys, performed by our German cave climatologist
are helping to create a model for this.

Habitat and Life Studies: These caves can and do
harbor microbial communities that have unique ways to
survive and make food in these cold, dark voids, often
experiencing toxic gases, making these one of the few
terrestrial analogies for habitats suspected to exist on
other ice bodies of the solar system. Such life forms are
worthy of inventory and protection in their own right,
and in wilderness areas, such as on Mt Hood and Mt
Rainier, constitute a sensitive and valuable aspect to
wilderness management.
Aside from a duty to monitor such life, this makes the
caves an ideal place to study early life or test instrumentation being designed to explore other ice bodies in
the solar system. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is
developing one such ice-climbing robot to do just this,
and will be testing components of this in Mt St Helens
caves this summer. Microbiologist from local
Universities and colleges also work in the caves with us
to study the life present, and predict what kinds of life
could evolve in such extreme habitats elsewhere in the
solar system. These efforts combined could help man
determine the suitability of caves on other worlds for
human habitation or sheltering.
Interpretation: The crater is off limits to the public due
to innumerable dangers present, and the extreme risk to
SAR personnel if a rescue were to occur. But the caves
are beautiful and amazing places, and are part of public
lands. The study captures many incredible photos and
videos which are being provided to the Monument for
use in future interpretive exhibits and talks. As we
learn more about the caves, and how they are integrated
with microbial life and the hydrothermal system of the
volcano, we plan to share this knowledge with the
USFS and the public.
This is an integrated study not just about the caves, but
their relationship with the larger system around it. The
USFS and NSS will continue to work together this year
to discover and document the hidden aspects of these
valuable cave resources.▪
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U.S. Forest Service, Youth Conservation Corps, and Oregon High Desert Grotto volunteers who participated in the Arnold Ice
Cave Stair Removal Project. Image: USFS

Arnold Ice Cave Stair
Removal
Dennis Benson

Deschutes National Forest

Arnold Ice Cave is one of a dozen lava tubes in the
Arnold Lava Tube System. Lava tubes form when
molten lava is flowing during active volcanism. The
lava is mafic rich and very fluid which allows the lava
to channelize and concentrate. The surface of the lava
cools forming a roof over channel insulating the
interior lava allowing it to stay very hot and allowing
for more efficient flow to the toe of the lava flow.
After the volcanic eruption is over the lava will drain
out leaving a tube or cave. Usually a thin spot in the
roof will collapse, called a “sink”, forming the entrance
to the cave. This is how the entrance to Arnold came to

exist. The volcanic eruption that formed the Arnold
Lava Tube System is from Lava Top Butte on the flank
of Newberry Volcano. Lava Top Butte is a cinder cone
which erupted about 72,000 years ago. The lava from
this eruption extend from the Lava Top Butte over 30
miles and underlie the Badlands Wilderness east of
Bend Oregon. The Lava Tube System has been
explored by many generations and no underground
connection has been discovered to link Arnold to the
other caves in the system. However, it is possible they
are linked by joints and fractures that can only be explored by smaller animals like wood rats and bats or
even the smaller invertebrates.
Historically, there has been human presence in central
Oregon for over 10,000 years (documented rock shelter
at Lava Falls and in Newberry Caldera) and so it is
very likely this cave was discovered very long ago.
However, it was likely not used as a shelter because of
the freezing temperatures but could have been a place
to cool off, store food, or used as a water source.
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Much later in time, Arnold Ice Cave was commercially
mined for ice by saloon owners in Bend, Oregon. After
the dawn of refrigeration, the ice was no longer mined
but still remained good for cold storage and recreation
by loggers.
In 1963, The U.S. Forest Service attempted to improve
the cave and installed a wooden stairway over the
breakdown and steep ice to allow for safer access by
the public. Even when first constructed, the stairs were
not well received by the public and considered a
defacement of an otherwise stunning cave. By 1970,
the stairs were overtaken by ice and useless. By the
early 1970s, the ice completely plugged the entrance to
the cave and it remained blocked for about 35 years.
Around 2010, the ice dramatically began to recede
from the entrance and within weeks was being fully
explored again.
It is uncertain as to why the ice receded so rapidly but
may possibly be due to climate change and drier than
normal winters recently. The ice is now almost entirely
gone and we can all but drop the “ice” from Arnold Ice
Cave. The stairs into the cave were then exposed and
very distorted, broken, and unsafe to use. In August
2012, the U.S. Forest Service cut the stairs into smaller
pieces and these were placed along the sides and at the
bottom of the breakdown where they rested until the
clean-up day six years later.
The Oregon High Desert Grotto (OHDG) requested the
old stairs and debris be removed from Arnold Ice Cave
during a coordination meeting and wanted to partner
with the Deschutes NF to complete the project. We
requested and received $5,000 from the Washington
Office for the Arnold Ice Cave Clean-up Project.
This funding paid for the use of two YCC crews to
assist with clean-up efforts as well as paid for the rental
of the dumpster and disposal of the material. On August 15, 2018, The U.S. Forest Service organized a
clean-up day at Arnold Ice Cave to remove the broken
stairs from the entrance. This was no easy task because
the breakdown at the cave entrance is very steep and

Volunteers use a highline safely rigged by the grotto to remove
material from the cave entrance. Image: USFS

loose. The stair fragments were on average three feet
by four feet of heavy timbers with cut, long-shafted
iron bolts and loose wire mesh and very awkward to
handle. The day before the clean-up, Eddy Cartaya and
Brent McGregor, volunteers from the Oregon High
Desert Grotto (OHDG) and members of National
Speleological Society (NSS) set up a 300-foot haul line
from the parking lot down through the collapsed sink,
into the cave, and down the steep breakdown where the
old stairs were piled up. This was an elaborate system
of anchors, ropes, and pulleys that would allow wood
to be “airlifted” out of the cave without putting people
in difficult, unsafe positions while trying to hand carry
the debris out.
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The system still required a fair number of people to
operate. There were two hauling points, one at the
parking lot and one in the sink just above the cave
entrance. Due to the change in angle, the haul line
needed to be raised and lowered at the mid-point and
the load transferred past this point. People also needed
to guide the large pieces past protruding rocks along
the path of the haul.
On clean-up day, a collaboration of over 30 people
showed up to help out. There were a mix of volunteers
from OHDG, two Youth Conservation Corps (YCC)
crews and several US Forest Service employees:
Oregon High Desert Grotto plus a couple
independents
 2 YCC Crews:
-Heart of Oregon and
-Central Oregon Intergovernmental Council
(COIC)


USFS Seasonal Wildlife Techs,
 USFS Cave Rangers,
 USFS Geologist (organizer), and
 Regional NSS Cave Rescue Trailer


Everyone met on site at the Arnold Cave parking
trailhead in the morning at 9:00 am. We held a tailgate
safety briefing and signed the Job Hazard Assessment
(JHA). The Cave Rangers explained about White-nose
Syndrome (WNS) and the importance of
decontamination. Then we divided into four groups:
Loaders (inside the cave), Mid-haul line haulers and
haul line raising/lowering, Upper haulers (in parking
area), and hand The haulers who carried smaller pieces
of wood and debris out of the cave. The hand haulers
also broke into three subgroups: inside the cave to the
entrance, entrance to about mid-point on walking path,
and from mid-point to top to avoid congestion along
the path. After lunch, people rotated positions. The
actual hauling and carrying of wood took about six
hours. The first few large pieces took the longest
amount of time until we were able to work on the
communication between the different groups.

The truck full of old wood and stairway pieces—3,140 lbs.!
Image: USFS

The wood and debris were loaded into a U.S. Forest
Service dump truck which dumped the material at the
local landfill. An amazing 3,140 pounds of wood and
debris (measured by scale at landfill) were removed
from the cave on this day! There were no injuries but
did have a near miss (pinched finger) during clean-up
operations. All who helped seemed to enjoy the
uniqueness of working around a cave and using ropes
to haul. The Grotto was very happy to finally remove
this dangerous eyesore from the cave, and additionally
our relationship with the OHDG was strengthened
through this mutually beneficial partnership project. ▪
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